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DataFrame Data Structure: 

A DataFrame is another data structure in PANDAS which stores data in two dimensional labelled array. 

Characteristics of DataFrame: 

❑ It has two indices, row (axis=0) and column (axis=1) 

❑ Values in the DataFrame are identifiable with the combination of row index and column index. 

❑ The row index is known as index and column index is known as column-name. 

❑ The indices can be of numbers or letters or strings. 

❑ Columns can have the data of different types. 

❑ Arithmetic operations can be performed on rows and columns. 

❑ Its value is mutable. 

❑ Its size is also mutable which means we can add or remove rows/columns in a DataFrame. 

 

The syntax of creating a DataFrame object is: 

pandas.DataFrame(Data, index, columns, dtype, copy) 

Data:           It can be represented as series, list, dictionary, constant or other DataFrames. 

index:         For the row labels, the index to be used for the resulting frame is optional.  

                  The default value is displayed from 0 to  n-1. 

columns:     For column labels, The optional default syntax is : np.arrange(n). 

dtype:         It is the data type of each column. If no data type is defined. None is applied. 

copy:          This command is used for copying data if the default is false. 

Creating DataFrame from List: We can create a dataframe from a List using the following example. 

 

 

  

index      0 

0     2 

1    4 

2     6 

3     8 

4    10 

 

 

 

 

 

import pandas as pd 

List1=[2,4,6,8,10] 
Df1= pd.DataFrame(List1) 
print(Df1) 
 



Creating DataFrame from nested List: 

List2=[[‘Atul’, 12],[‘Rahul’,23],[‘Sugandh’,15]] 

Df2= pd.DataFrame(List2, columns=[‘Name’, ‘Marks’]) 

                                    #To Display column names 

print(Df2) 

       Name        Marks 

0     Atul            12 

1     Rahul          23 

2     Sugandh      15 

Creating DataFrame from series: A Series can also be used to create a DataFrame. Use the following example: 

import pandas as pd 

Maths = pd.Series({1:34,2:45,3:23,4:44,5:20}) 

Science=pd.Series({1:22,2:34,3:43,4:13,5:25}) 

Df3=pd.DataFrame({‘Maths-Marks’: Maths, ‘Science-Marks’: Science }) 

print(Df3) 

 

    Maths-Marks    Science-Marks 

1             34               22 

2             45               34 

3             23               43 

4             44               13 

5             20               25 

 

Creating DataFrame from Dictionary: A 2-D dictionary is well suited for creating DataFrame. For Example: 

import pandas as pd 

 stu={'Name':['Babita','Keshav','Gunjan','Reshma'], 'Eng':[44,45,76,89], 'Maths':[76,56,45,55], 

'IP':[35,56,70,65]} 

 print(stu) 

Studf=pd.DataFrame(stu) 

print(Studf) 

 

      Name    Eng    Maths    IP 

0   Babita    44       76    35 

1   Keshav    45       56    56 

2   Gunjan    76       45    70 

3   Reshma    89       55    65 

 

Selecting and Accessing the Data From DataFrame: Suppose we create a dataframe using the following data.  

import pandas as pd 

stu={‘Name’:[‘Babita’,’Keshav’,’Gunjan’,’Reshma’], ‘Eng’:[44,45,76,89], ‘Maths’:[76,56,45,55], 
‘IP’:[35,56,70,65]} 

print(stu)        # Series has been generated now 

Studf1=pd.DataFrame(stu) 

print(Studf) 

 

 



When we run the code we get the following result : 

Name   Eng   Maths   IP 

0   Babita    44      76   35 

1   Keshav   45      56   56 

2   Gunjan   76      45   70 

3   Reshma   89     55   65 

Now use the command to Display Records from the Second and the Third row: 

>>> Studf[1:3] 

       Name    Eng   Maths    IP 

1    Keshav    45      56    56 

2    Gunjan    76      45    70 

 

Likewise we can use various combination of rows and column indexes to get the data from dataframe. 

Selecting/ Accessing a subset from a Dataframe using Row/Column name. 

Syntax: 

<DataFrame Object>.loc[<start row>: <end row>, <start column>: <end column>] 

Selecting/ Accessing a subset from a Dataframe using Row/Column index. 

Syntax: 

<DataFrame Object>.iloc[<start row index>: <end row index>, <start column index>: <end column 

index>] 

Selecting / Accessing individual value: 

To select an individual value from the DataFrame any one of the following methods can be used: 

(i) Either give name of row or numeric index in square brackets 

Syntax: 

<DF>.<column>[<Row name or row number>] 

Example: DF1.Population[‘Delhi’] 
 

 

(ii) You can use at or iat attributes with dataframe object 
                Syntax: 

<DF>.at[<row label>, <column label>] 

<DF>.iat[<row index no.>, <column index no.>] 

 

Adding/Modifying Row’s/Column’s values in DataFrame: 

(i) To add or change a column use the following syntax: 
Syntax: 

<DF>.<column name>=<new value> 

<DF>.[<column name>] = <new value> 

 

(ii) To add or change a row, use the following syntax: 

Syntax: 

<DF>.at[<row name>,  : ] = <new value> 

<DF>.loc[<row name>,  : ] = <new value> 



To delete Column in a DataFrame: 

del <DF object>[<Column Name>] 

Del DF[‘Marks’] 

To delete rows from a dataframe, you can use: 

<DF>.drop(index or sequence of indexes) 

Renaming Rows/Columns 

<DF>.rename(index ={<names dictionary>}, columns={<names dictionary>}, inplace=False) 

To change the row label as A,B,C,D 

DF.rename(index={‘S1’: ‘A’, ‘S2’: ‘B’, ‘S3’: ‘C’, ‘S4’: ‘D’}, inplace=True) 

  You can change column heading too: 

Example : To change weight column to WT 

DF.rename(columns={‘weight’: ‘WT’}, inplace=True) 

Boolean Indexing:  

When in a situation we need to divide the data frame into two situation True or False, we use Boolean indexing 

feature of DataFrame.  Boolean indexing can either be in True/False or in 1 or 0 form. 

import pandas as pd 

days=['Mon','Tue','Wed','Thu','Fri'] 

classes=[3,0,5,0,4] 

dc={'D':days, 'C':classes} 

df1=pd.DataFrame(dc, index=[True,False,True,False,True]) 

print(df1) 

Outout: 

 

 

           D    C 

True     Mon    3 

False    Tue    0 

True     Wed    5 

False    Thu    0 

True     Fri    4 

 

 

 

 

 

 The Boolean Values  

As indexes 



Accessing Rows from DataFrame with Boolean Indexes(Use of Boolean Indexes): 

<DF>.loc[True] 

<DF>.loc[False] 

<DF>.loc[1] 

<DF>.loc[0] 

Example: 

 df1.loc[True] 

         D   C 

True   Mon   3 

True   Wed   5 

True   Fri   4 

>>> df1.loc[0] 

          D   C 

False   Tue   0 

False   Thu   0 

Additional Questions:  

Q.1 Write a program to create a dataframe from a list containing dictionaries of the sales performance Of four 

zonal offices. Zone should be the row labels. 

A={ ‘Target’:40900, ‘Sales’: 45000} 

B={ ‘Target’:54000, ‘Sales’: 49000} 

C={ ‘Target’:46500, ‘Sales’: 49500} 

D={ ‘Target’:65800, ‘Sales’: 65000} 

 

Q.2 Three students A,B and C have scored marks in three different subjects Maths, Science and SocSc as 

Follows : 

A =[34,38,29] 

B =[44,39,40] 

C =[43,42,37] 

Based on the above data create a dataframe with proper column headings. 

 

 



Q. 3 Write a program to create a DataFrame from a 2D Array as shown below: 

23 56 45 

52 65 59 

39 55 48 

Q.4 Write a program to create a DataFrame to store Name, Class and Marks of three different students. 

 Print the DataFrame.  

Q. 5 Create a dataframe using python pandas coding to display the marks of Maths and Science in four test  

T1, T2, T3 And T4 in a year. 

Q. 6 Consider two series objects ‘Staff’ and ‘Salary’, that stores the number of people in various office 

Branches and salaries distributed in these branches, respectively. Write a program that stores average  

Salary per branch and then create a dataframe objects from these series objects. 

 

Q.7 Write a program to create a DataFrame to store weight, age and names of 3 people. Print the 

DataFrame  And its transpose.  

 

 

 
 


